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Design of Ultra-Low-Power 60-GHz Direct-Conversion Receivers in 65-nm CMOS

Deyun Cai, Yang Shang, Student Member, IEEE, Hao Yu, Member, IEEE, and Junyan Ren, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper has explored an ultra-low-power design of two 60-GHz direct-conversion receivers in a 65-nm CMOS process for single-channel and multi-channel applications under the IEEE 802.15.3c standard, respectively. One subthreshold biasing 0.4-V transconductance mixer is designed with a compact quadrature hybrid coupler (160 μm x 210 μm with measured 3-dB intrinsic loss) in receivers to achieve low power (8 mW for single channel and 12.4 mW for multi-channel) and high gain (55 dB for single channel and 62-dB for multi-channel). One three-stage low-noise amplifier employs high-Q passive matchings. A double-layer-stacked inductor is utilized for matching in the single-channel receiver and a high-impedance transmission line is utilized for matching in the multi-channel receiver, respectively. In addition, one new modified Cherry–Hooper amplifier is applied for the variable-gain amplifier design to achieve high gain-bandwidth product and high power efficiency. The single-channel receiver is implemented with 0.34-mm² chip area. It is measured with a power consumption of 8 mW, a minimum single-sideband noise figure (NF) of 4.9 dB, a 3-dB bandwidth of 3.5 GHz, and a maximum conversion gain of 55 dB. The multi-channel receiver is implemented with 0.56-mm² chip area. It is measured with a power consumption of 12.4 mW, a 3-dB bandwidth of 8 GHz (59.5 ~ 67.5 GHz), and a maximum conversion gain of 62 dB. The measurement results show that the two demonstrated 60-GHz direct-conversion receivers can achieve high gain and low NF with ultra-low power in 65-nm CMOS.

Index Terms—CMOS 65 nm, direct-conversion receiver, quadrature hybrid coupler, 60 GHz, ultra-low power.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 7-GHz unlicensed band at 60 GHz has resulted in active research in CMOS integrated circuits (ICs) for high data-rate wireless communication systems. In 60-GHz transceiver designs [1]–[12], the receiver front-end is a critical block that amplifies a small RF signal from the antenna and converts it down to baseband under a specified signal-to-noise ratio. In order to achieve high-order modulation with efficient bandwidth utilization with desired communication range, the receiver must satisfy design specifications of high gain, high linearity, and low noise figure (NF), which introduces significant expense in terms of power overhead [4]. Furthermore, due to the high path loss at 60 GHz, the phased-array beam-forming techniques with multiple transmitters and receivers [8] can further increase the power consumption with the multiplication number in the receiver array such that it is of great importance to design each receiver with low power in such a phase-arrayed system.

There are commonly two architectures for the 60-GHz receiver. One is direct conversion and the other is heterodyne. Compared to the heterodyne receiver, the direct-conversion receiver has a lower power requirement due to simpler structure with less building blocks. As such, direct-conversion receivers have been explored in 60 GHz [2], [3], [5], [6], [13], [14], which includes key building blocks such as the low-noise amplifier (LNA), mixer, variable-gain amplifier (VGA), and baseband. Moreover, many studies [2], [3], [6], [13], [14] assume one branch direct-conversion receiver. In [1] and [4], two in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) branches are deployed in a 60-GHz transceiver with quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation for higher spectrum efficiency at the cost of more power. For simplicity of demonstration, one branch direct-conversion receiver is considered in this paper, which can be easily extended for two I/Q branches.

The primary interest here is thereby to investigate the tradeoff between power consumption and performance, such as gain and NF, during the design of direct-conversion receiver. In order to reduce the total power consumption and achieve a high gain with low NF at 60 GHz, building blocks in the receiver, including the LNA, mixer, and VGA, need to be designed for low power. Low-power design techniques, such as the use of high-Q and compact passive devices and transistors operated at the subthreshold region, have to be explored for the direct-conversion receiver design at 60 GHz. A low-power one-branch 60-GHz receiver in 65-nm CMOS was reported in [14]. Due to 2-D passive $g_m$-enhancement, it can achieve a high gain without sacrificing extra power in the LNA. However, the LNA in [14] cannot cover a wide bandwidth in 60 GHz and the following Gilbert mixer contributes high power to the whole receiver. A 60-GHz mixer with quadrature hybrid coupler was presented in [15] to achieve low power with the subthreshold biasing. However, the quadrature hybrid consumes a large area with additional expense for the full-chip integration.

Two ultra-low-power, yet low NF and high-gain direct-conversion receivers are demonstrated in this paper at 60 GHz in 65-nm CMOS. One single-channel receiver that covers one band in (59.4 ~ 61.56 GHz) according to the IEEE 802.15.3c standard [16] can achieve low power and also low NF. The other multi-channel receiver is designed to cover three bands in (59.4 ~
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802.15.3c standard [16], which can achieve low power and also high gain. (160 μm × 210 μm with measured 3-dB intrinsic loss). The transistors in the mixer are biased at subthreshold region to achieve low power and high gain. One three-stage LNA is employed with high-Q passives for matching. A double-layer-stacked inductor is utilized for matching in the single-channel receiver and a high-impedance transmission line (T-line) is utilized for matching in the multi-channel receiver, respectively. Furthermore, one VGA is designed for two cases with one new modified Cherry–Hooper amplifier, which can achieve high gain-bandwidth product and high power efficiency. Both receivers are demonstrated in 65-nm CMOS with measurements. The single-channel receiver consumes 8 mW and occupies a core area of 0.34 mm². The measurement results show that it achieves the minimum single-sideband (SSB) NF of 4.9 dB, the 3-dB bandwidth of 3.5 GHz, and the maximum conversion gain of 55 dB. The multi-channel receiver consumes 12.4 mW and occupies a core area of 0.56 mm². The measurement results show that it achieves the 3-dB bandwidth of 8 GHz (59.5~67.5 GHz), and the maximum conversion gain of 62 dB.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the overview for architecture and design considerations of the ultra-low-power 60-GHz CMOS direct-conversion receiver. Section III presents details of low-power designs for the LNA, mixer, and VGA with analysis. The implementation and measurement results are shown and discussed in Section III. Conclusions are drawn in Section IV.

II. 60-GHz DIRECT-CONVERSION RECEIVER

The direct-conversion transceiver architecture is commonly deployed for the transceiver design for portable devices with advantages such as high selectivity, simple structure, and low implementation cost. In this section, ultra-low-power design perspectives for 60-GHz direct-conversion architecture are discussed.

A. Channelization of 60-GHz High-Data-Rate Communication

According to the IEEE 802.15.3c standard [16], there are four 2.16-GHz bands commonly allocated for the 60-GHz high-data-rate communication system, as depicted in Fig. 1. In spite of the difference for permitted channels in different countries, two common global channels (2 and 3) are available during the early standardization of 60-GHz systems. The center frequencies of channels 2 and 3 are located at 60.48 and 62.64 GHz, respectively. The frequency range of channel 2 is from 59.4 to 61.56 GHz, and the frequency range of channel 3 is from 61.56 to 63.72 GHz. The front-end designs such as the LNA and power amplifier (PA) are required to cover all four bands in the 60-GHz wireless communication system. Generally, one device with wider bandwidth consumes more energy. The power consumption of a 60-GHz wireless communication system covering the multi-channel would consume much higher power than that of the single-channel counterpart. For application of portable devices with battery power limitation, it requires a more energy-efficient solution to only operate at one channel or single channel. As such, the 60-GHz receivers in this paper will address both single- and multi-channel receiver designs based on the IEEE 802.15.3c standard mentioned above. For example, the single-channel receiver in this paper is designed with 3-dB bandwidth from 59.4 to 61.56 GHz (channel 2); and the multi-channel receiver in this paper is designed with 3-dB bandwidth from 59.4 to 65.88 GHz (channels 2–4).

B. Architecture and Design Considerations

Compared to the heterodyne receiver, the direct-conversion receiver has no additional frequency planning for resolving the image problem. This can result in simplified integration with lower power consumption. However, the direct-conversion receiver needs to address the issues of dc offset, I/Q mismatch, and LO leakage. Note that the design of ultra-low power 60-GHz receiver needs to consider the power consumption of the phase-locked loop (PLL) [17], which includes a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) [18], [19], divider, charge pump, etc. An ultra-low power 60-GHz PLL has been demonstrated in [20] for the direct-conversion receiver. This is beyond the scope of this paper and will be addressed in our future work. In addition, for a phase-arrayed transceiver architecture, it can include many receivers with a much larger power budget than one PLL.

A high-gain and ultra-low power 60-GHz direct-conversion receiver architecture is demonstrated in this paper, as shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a three-stage common source (CS) LNA, a transconductance mixer with an on-chip compact quadrature hybrid coupler, and a four-stage VGA. To achieve low power, but also high gain, compact and high-Q on-chip passive devices are extensively utilized to boost the gain and to match the interface between different blocks as follows. Similar to [1]–[3], a single-ended LNA is selected in our design instead of the differential one. The differential LNA may result in better NF, but it may also double the power consumption. Once the designed single-ended LNA can achieve a low NF for 60-GHz application, it is selected for the low-power consideration. Here the common source with inductive-degeneration topology is deployed to achieve simultaneous noise and power matching at the first stage. In single-channel operation, inductor-based
matching is utilized, while T-line based matching is utilized in multi-channel operation. For the single-channel LNA, a high-Q inductor can reduce the area and the loss of the matching network. For the multi-channel LNA, the T-line based approach can achieve wider bandwidth.

Moreover, one new transconductance mixer is proposed in this paper for high gain and low power. Compared to the commonly used Gilbert-cell mixer [21] with transistors biased at the saturation region, the transconductance mixer with transistors biased at the subthreshold region can significantly reduce the power consumption while maintaining the required conversion gain. The transconductance mixer requires a quadrature hybrid coupler to convert the single-ended RF input to a differential IF output with a single-ended LO signal. Generally, the quadrature hybrid coupler is realized by T-line sections with lengths in \( \lambda/4 \) at the center frequency, which consumes large area. To reduce the area, this paper introduces a compact transformer-based quadrature hybrid coupler, which can be modeled by a coupled T-line structure. Compared to the \( \lambda/4 \) T-line, our design has smaller phase mismatch over wideband and all four ports can be matched to \( Z_0 \) simultaneously with good isolation between LO and RF ports. Moreover, the input matching in the mixer is designed between the quadrature hybrid and nMOS transistors to avoid the gain reduction and the feed-through from LO to RF.

In addition, a new modified Cherry–Hooper amplifier is applied during the VGA design, working as the core amplifier stage to achieve high gain-bandwidth product. Compared to the VGA in [22], the proposed control in our design has much better power efficiency. Since it can be directly connected to a power detector for automatic gain control, the power consumption of additional control circuits can be further reduced. Note that dc-offset cancellation and source–follower feedback are also applied for gain and bandwidth enhancement, respectively.

Note that a source–follower buffer is designed to drive off-chip 50-\( \Omega \) terminations without the need for output matching.

The system performance can be estimated by the following equations. The total gain of the receiver (\( G_{\text{tot}} \)) is given by

\[
G_{\text{tot}} = G_{\text{LNA}} G_{\text{mix}} G_{\text{VGA}}
\]

where \( G_{\text{LNA}}, G_{\text{mix}}, \) and \( G_{\text{VGA}} \) denote the gain of the LNA, mixer, and VGA, respectively. Each component design with a high gain results in a high gain for the whole receiver. However, the matching between the LNA, mixer, and VGA needs to be designed carefully. For example, the output impedance of the LNA has to be designed to 50 \( \Omega \) to match the input hybrid coupler of mixer. The output signals of the mixer need to be ac coupled to the input of VGA or the first stage of the VGA cannot work normally.

Moreover, the total NF of the receiver (\( \text{NF}_{\text{tot}} \)) is calculated as

\[
\text{NF}_{\text{tot}} = 1 + (\text{NF}_{\text{LNA}} - 1) + \frac{\text{NF}_{\text{mix}} - 1}{G_{\text{LNA}}} + \frac{\text{NF}_{\text{VGA}} - 1}{G_{\text{mix}} G_{\text{VGA}}}
\]

where \( \text{NF}_{\text{LNA}}, \text{NF}_{\text{mix}}, \) and \( \text{NF}_{\text{VGA}} \) denote the NF of the LNA, mixer, and VGA, respectively. Equation (2) indicates that the noise contributed by each stage decreases as the gain of preceding the stage increases, implying that the LNA in a receiver is the most critical for the NF. To minimize the NF, CS topology [23] is utilized in the LNA. Furthermore, both source degeneration and optimum current density are applied in the LNA to reduce the NF.

III. DESIGN OF LOW-POWER CIRCUIT BLOCKS

In this section, the circuit design of low power with high performance for the 60-GHz direct-conversion receiver is discussed. The building blocks such as LNA, mixer, and VGA are illustrated in detail one by one starting with the LNA.
A. Low-Power LNA

As shown in (2), the overall NF of the direct-conversion receiver is mainly determined by the LNA. The key challenge for LNA design is to reduce the power consumption without affecting the LNA performance such as NF and gain. One can achieve this requirement by exploring the design of both active and passive devices as follows.

1) Three-Stage LNA: In a 65-nm CMOS process at 60 GHz, CS topology can achieve the lowest NF and highest gain [24], [25]. The NF of one CS stage consisting of a parallel resistor \( R_p \) with respect to a source resistance \( R_s \) is given by

\[
\text{NF} = 1 + \frac{R_s}{R_p}.
\]

The NF can be minimized by maximizing \( R_p \). However, the maximum power transfer is achieved when \( R_s \) is equal to \( R_p \). Thus, it is difficult for the CS stage to achieve simultaneous noise and power matching. Inductive degeneration can be used to address this issue, where an inductor is inserted between the source terminal of the nMOS transistor and ground. Fig. 3 illustrates the simulated optimum reflection coefficient for the minimum NF and the input \( S11 \) for different combinations of number of fingers (individual finger width of 1 \( \mu \)m) with respect to the degeneration inductor and 65-nm nMOS transistor in the CS. One can observe that simultaneous noise and power matching can be achieved by searching the matched sizes of the transistor and degeneration inductor. The optimized values are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Moreover, in order to minimize the power consumption, one needs to reduce the size of the transistor. Usually the current density of transistors is fixed first to design an LNA with the optimum gain and NF [26]. Note that the dc current of an LNA is proportional to the transistor size. As depicted in Fig. 4(a) and (b), the \( \text{NF}_{\text{min}} \) and the available gain are almost independent of transistor size when the degeneration inductor is very small. This reveals the possibility to design a low-noise and high-gain LNA with small-size nMOS transistors (10 \( \mu \)m) such that the power consumption can be reduced. In addition, when the degeneration inductor value is increased, both \( \text{NF}_{\text{min}} \) and the available gain will drop at the same time. As such, inductive degeneration is suitable to be applied for the first stages that are noise sensitive, but is not suitable for the later stages that are gain demanding.

For the single-channel case, the schematic of the single-ended three-stage LNA is shown in Fig. 5(a). CS with inductive-degeneration topology is used for M1 to have a lower NF in the first stage, and CS without degeneration is used for M2 and M3 to have higher gain. The current consumption can be reduced by the transistor size reduction [23]. The transistor size is chosen to be 10 \( \mu \)m in the single-channel case. As only one band is targeted, the power consumption is extremely small.

For the multi-channel case, a single-ended three-stage LNA design is shown in Fig. 6. The structure is similar to the single-channel LNA design, except for the matching network. What is the most important point here is that the NF in Fig. 6 is larger than the single-channel LNA design above due to the extend of the bandwidth. In this multi-channel case, 30 \( \mu \)m is found to be an optimum nMOS transistor size when considering the tradeoff between the bandwidth and power in LNA design.
2) Single-Channel LNA With Matching by High-Q Dual-Layer Inductor: For the 60-GHz single-channel LNA design, an inductor is deployed in the matching network. A high-Q inductor design is needed to reduce the area and the loss of the matching network. In order to improve the Q factor of the matching network, the design of dual-layer inductor is deployed. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the aluminum layer (AL) is stacked on the top-most copper layer (M6) for the design of matching inductor.

As verified by the EM simulation (ADS Momentum) with results shown in Fig. 5(c), the Q factor of the dual-layer inductor (15.5) is almost 50% higher than the one (10.5) of the single-layer inductor on M6 at 60 GHz when using the standard 65-nm CMOS process. The high-Q inductors are applied in the input/output stage and interstage matching. For the input and output matching, 210- and 150-pH inductors are applied, respectively. For the first and second stage matching, a 150-pH inductor is designed. For the second and third stage matching, a 140-pH inductor is employed.

The post-layout simulation results further show that the proposed LNA with inductor matching has 12-dB gain and 4.2-dB NF, and the measured power consumption is 5.4 mW. The bandwidth of the LNA is 3.5 GHz to cover one single channel from 59.4 ~ 61.56 GHz.

3) Multi-Channel LNA With Matching by High-Impedance T-Line: To achieve multi-channel amplification and NF reduction, a single-ended three-stage LNA design is further designed with the use of a high-impedance T-line (170 1Ω) matching network [27], [28] as follows.

The well-known nodal quality factor Qn can be used to describe the bandwidth of the LNA, which is expressed as

$$Q_n = \frac{2|\Gamma_i|}{1 - |\Gamma_r|^2 - |\Gamma_i|^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \(\Gamma_i\) and \(\Gamma_r\) are the real and imaginary parts of the input reflection coefficient, respectively. A lower \(Q_n\) results in a larger bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 3 (red line in online version), when the \(Q_n\) value is decreased by increasing finger numbers of transistors, the bandwidth of the LNA is increased. In this case, a small inductor value is needed in the matching network, which can be achieved by the use of the T-line.

Compared to the inductor-based matching network in the single-channel case above, the T-line-based approach has lower loss within wideband. As such, one can achieve high gain and wideband LNA by a T-line-based matching network. Moreover, it is of great importance to ensure the wideband inner stage stability, which is achieved by connecting a 2-Ω resistor to the decap in the drain bias network.

The post-layout simulation results show that the designed LNA has 15-dB gain and 9-mW power consumption. The bandwidth is extended to 30 GHz to cover all four bands from 57.24 ~ 65.88 GHz. However, the power consumption is increased by 3.6 mW at the same time because more bands are covered.

B. Transconductance Mixer With Compact Quadrature Hybrid Coupler

As the second important building block of the direct-conversion receiver, the design of the down-conversion mixer affects the receiver performance, such as conversion gain, NF, and power consumption. Conventionally, a Gilbert-cell mixer is used at 60 GHz for its compact size and low-cost implementation. As all transistors operate in the saturation region, and also a large LO-voltage swing required for the Gilbert mixer to enable an effective mixing, there is an excessive power dissipation in the mixer. For example, each Gilbert-cell mixer consumes relatively large power of around 18 mW at 60 GHz [21]. On the contrary, the transconductance mixer [29] has much smaller power consumption with maintained high conversion gain. The signal mixing behavior of a single-gate mixer is contributed by the nonlinear transistor biased at the subthreshold region with a large gain, but a low power. As such, the transconductance mixer is more suitable for low-power design at 60 GHz, and hence, is adapted in this paper for both single- and multi-channel cases.

However, one disadvantage of the transconductance mixer is the requirement of the quadrature hybrid coupler. Generally, quadrature hybrid couplers are realized by T-line sections with...
lengths of $\lambda/4$ at the center frequency. As such, they are very difficult to implement on-chip due to the relatively large area 
[15], [30], [31].

1) Compact Low-Loss Quadrature Hybrid Coupler: The chip size of the quadrature hybrid coupler can be significantly reduced by using lumped elements instead of a $\lambda/4$ T-line. However, the output phase balance will be seriously degraded by the parasitic effects and losses in the CMOS process. The inductively and capacitively coupled hybrids are found having negative and positive phase errors, respectively [32]. The combination of the inductive coupling coefficient of the transformer and capacitive coupling across the transformer winding can significantly reduce the output phase error in CMOS components [33]. Based on this observation, a transformer-based quadrature hybrid coupler is introduced in this paper to mix the LO and RF signals feeding the nMOS transistor. A compact quadrature hybrid coupler is realized with the area of $160 \mu m \times 210 \mu m$, as shown in Fig. 7. It can reduce the chip area with nine times reduction than the meander-line coupler used in [15].

As shown in Fig. 8, the quadrature hybrid coupler can be modeled by a coupled T-line structure. When excited at port 1, the output voltage $V_3$ and $V_4$ can be expressed as

$$V_3 = V \frac{jC \tan \theta}{\sqrt{1 - C^2} + j \tan \theta}$$

$$V_4 = V \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - C^2}}$$

where $C$ is the coupling factor shown as follows:

$$C = \frac{Z_{0\theta} - Z_{dc}}{Z_{0\theta} + Z_{dc}}.$$  

Comparing $V_4$ and $V_3$, one can reach

$$\frac{V_4}{V_3} = \frac{\sqrt{1 - C^2}}{jC \sin \theta}.$$  

Equation (7) shows that the coupler always has a phase difference of 90° between ports 3 and 4, independent of the coupling factor ($C$) and coupler length ($\theta$). As such, it has smaller phase mismatch over a wideband frequency region when compared to the $\lambda/4$ T-line. As such, all four ports can be matched to 50Ω simultaneously with good isolation achieved between LO and RF ports.

In addition, assuming the magnitude of $V_3$ is equal to $V_4$, one can reach

$$C = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \sin^2 \theta}}.$$  

As such, in order to have a small coupler length ($\theta$) for compact design, the coupling factor ($C$) is designed as large as possible to achieve the magnitude matching.

The electromagnetic (EM) simulation results (ADS Momentum) of the proposed quadrature hybrid coupler are given in Fig. 9(a). It is shown that all ports of the coupler are matched to 50Ω impedance, and the RF/LO isolation is more than 20 dB from 20 to 100 GHz. As Fig. 9(b) shows, the magnitude and phase mismatch between Port 2 and Port 3 are less than 0.5 dB and 0.5° in the frequency range of interest (58 ~ 67 GHz), respectively. After applying the transconductance mixer with the proposed compact quadrature-hybrid coupler, both the chip area and power consumption of the mixer are largely reduced. Compared to the use of the meander-line coupler (490 $\mu m \times 600 \mu m$) [15], nine times area reduction is achieved in this paper with the reduced mismatch of magnitude and phase.

2) Transconductance Mixer: As shown in Fig. 2, the transconductance mixer that incorporates the RF and LO signal on-chip combining is selected for the 60-GHz direct-conversion receiver in this paper. For the active mixing design, a single nMOS transistor biased in the strongly nonlinear region at subthreshold is used to improve conversion gain with reduced power. In addition, LO-to-IF feed-through is high due to the unbalanced operation of the LO. Thus, to improve LO-to-IF isolation, the $\lambda/4$ T-line LO short is employed at the drain of the nMOS transistor to terminate the LO. To save chip area, a resistive load, optimized for conversion gain and linearity, is used instead of the RF choke [15].

Note that the drain current of the single-gate mixer can be expressed as
of the transconductance ($g_m$) and figure width of nMOS transistor. (b) Fourier coefficient $a_1$ of the transconductance ($g_m$) versus gate–source voltage ($V_{GS}$) and amplitude of 60-GHz LO signal ($V_{LO}$).

\[ I_d(t) = g_m(t)V_{RF}(t) \]
\[ g_m(t) = a_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} a_n \cos(n\omega_{LO}t) \]  
(9)

where $a_n, n = \{0, 1, 2, \ldots\}$ are the Fourier coefficients of $g_m$ with respect to $\omega_{LO}$. It can be shown that $a_0$ and $a_1$ represent the fundamental transconductance and the first-order mixing product of $(\omega_{RF} - \omega_{LO})$, respectively.

The simulated Fourier coefficients $a_0$ and $a_1$ based on a 65-nm nMOS transistor are illustrated in Fig. 10(a) and (b). For the fundamental transconductance, the value of $a_0$ is increased with $V_{GS}$ and transistor size, but for the first-order mixing product, the value of $a_1$ reaches its maximum well below the threshold voltage. This effect enables a low-power, yet high conversion-gain mixer designed in the 65-nm CMOS process at 60 GHz.

Moreover, the principle of the frequency mixing by the transconductance mixer is shown as follows. The output voltage of the mixer can be expressed as
\[ V_{IN}(t) = a_1 \cos(\omega_{LO}t)V_{RF}\cos\left(\omega_{RF}t + \frac{\pi}{2}\right)R_L \]
\[ V_{IP}(t) = a_1 \cos(\omega_{LO}t + \frac{\pi}{2})V_{RF}\cos(\omega_{RF}t)R_L. \]  
(10)

Since we only need to consider the first-order mixing product, (10) can then be rewritten as
\[ V_{IN}(t) = \frac{1}{2}R_L a_1 V_{RF} \sin(\omega_{LO}t - \omega_{RF}t) \]
\[ V_{IP}(t) = -\frac{1}{2}R_L a_1 V_{RF} \sin(\omega_{LO}t + \omega_{RF}t) \]  
(11)

where $R_L$ is the resistance of the resistive load.

Fig. 10. Thus, 0.4-V bias voltage is chosen and 16 $\mu$m is found to be an optimum nMOS transistor size in the mixer.

3) Input Matching: After the design of the quadrature hybrid coupler and transconductance mixer, there is an important issue of the matching network from the hybrid output to the input of the transistor. The four ports of the quadrature hybrid coupler are matched to 50 $\Omega$, while the input impedance of transistors is not 50 $\Omega$. The feed-through from the LO to RF will become serious without a matching network, and the conversion gain will also be reduced. Thus, it is important to design a matching network between the two.

As shown in Fig. 2, an inductor matching network instead of a T-line is explored in this paper for area saving. The series capacitance and the inductance are 100 fF and 300 pH, respectively. The parallel inductance is 100 pH. They can be implemented easily on chip. The inductors are implemented by a top layer metal and the capacitors are designed with metal-to-metal layers to reduce loss. The quadrature hybrid coupler and the matching network are both passive devices and can be simulated together in Agilent Technologies’ Advanced Design System (ADS). With the use of the matching network, the feed-through can be reduced dramatically.

The $S$-parameters of the passive devices in the mixer are extracted using ADS and then imported into Cadence for co-simulation. In addition, parasitics of the active devices are extracted by PEX in Cadence. The post-layout simulation of the whole mixer is then done in a Cadence environment together with the $S$-parameters extracted from ADS. The simulation results show 6-dB conversion gain, 11-dB NF, and 22-dB LO-to-RF isolation with only 0.5-mW power consumption.

C. VGA With Modified Cherry–Hooper Amplifier

A wideband VGA is required in a 60-GHz wireless communication system for the wide range of gain control. The VGA design entails a challenging tradeoff among gain, bandwidth, tuning range, power, etc. Many of the published CMOS VGAs operate below 1 GHz with high power [22], [34], [35]. To increase the bandwidth, an on-chip peaking inductor has been utilized in the VGA design, but it consumes a large chip area [36]. In this work, we explore the design of a Cherry–Hooper amplifier, which was first introduced in [37] with the following advantages. Firstly, it can provide high gain-bandwidth product without the extra supply voltage. Secondly, there is no additional chip area needed for inductively peaked gain stages by active or passive inductors. As such, the Cherry–Hooper amplifier is one choice for both power-efficient and chip-area-efficient VGA design for 60-GHz direct-conversion receiver.

In this paper, a modified Cherry–Hooper amplifier with gain control is proposed in the design of the main amplifier stage. A source–follower feedback and an additional feedback resistor for gain enhancement are also introduced. Furthermore, active feedback and inversely scaling techniques are employed as well to increase bandwidth instead of using the on-chip peaking inductor.

The developed VGA with amplifier gain-cells and dc-offset cancelling networks [38] is depicted in Fig. 11, and is deployed for both single- and multi-channel cases. Since a one-stage gain-
Fig. 11. Schematic of Cherry–Hooper amplifier-based low-power VGA design.

A multi-stage gain-cell is needed. The developed VGA consists of four-stage gain-cells, a dc-offset cancellation circuit, and an output buffer. The four-stage gain-cells can afford sufficient voltage gain to increase the sensitivity. Moreover, the dc-offset cancellation circuit exhibits a negative feedback by the low-pass filter to eliminate the dc-offset voltage from device mismatch at 65 nm. A source–follower buffer is designed to drive off-chip 50-Ω termination without the need of output matching. Furthermore, low-Vt transistors are employed in all the CMOS transistors to relax the voltage headroom in the VGA.

Note that the gain-cell of the VGA shown in Fig. 11 is controlled by the external applied voltage $V_C$ over a wide-range of control or tuning. When the drain–source resistances of M7 and M9 are changed by $V_C$, the gain of the VGA can be adjusted accordingly. For example, when $V_C$ is increased, the gain will be decreased with lower drain–source resistance of M7 and M9. The highest gain can be achieved when $V_C$ is equal to 0; and the lowest gain can be achieved when $V_C$ is equal to 1.2 V. However, when $V_C$ is equal to 0, the drain–source resistances of M7 and M9 will become very high, which makes the dc current close to 0. Thus, the gain-cell cannot work normally. To avoid such a problem, parallel resistors $R_1$ and $R_3$ are added to limit the highest resistance. When $V_C$ is equal to 0, the total parallel resistance is mainly determined by $R_1$ ($R_3$). When $V_C$ is equal to 1.2 V, the total parallel resistance is mainly determined by M7 (M9).

The simplified small-signal half circuit of the gain-cell [39] is shown in Fig. 12 along with the most significant parasitic elements. The small-signal gain of the gain-cell is given by

$$\frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} = \frac{g_{m1} \left( \frac{1}{R_3} + \frac{1}{R_5} \right) \left( \frac{1}{R_3} + \frac{1}{R_{f_7} + \frac{1}{g_{m1}} + R_5} \right)}{2 \left( \frac{1}{g_{m5}} + R_6 \right)} \quad (12)$$

where $R_{f_7}$ and $R_{f_9}$ are the drain–source resistances of M7 and M9, respectively. From (12), one can observe that a wide gain-tuning range can be easily achieved by changing $R_{f_7}$ and $R_{f_9}$.

In addition, the bandwidth extension without extra chip area can be achieved by the following two techniques [38]. Firstly, inverse scaling of the input nMOS size for each gain-cell [40] reduces the load capacitance $C_L$ of the next gain-cell stage, which further increases the overall bandwidth of the VGA under a lower power consumption. Secondly, the second feedback amplifier between VGA3 and VGA4 acts like an active negative feedback, which results in a higher gain bandwidth [41].

The post-layout simulation results show that the proposed VGA has the highest gain of 38- and 50-dB tuning range with 2.1-GHz bandwidth, while 50-dB gain-tuning range is achieved via adjusting $V_C$ from 0.7 to 1.2 V with 2-mW power consumption. Due to the limitation of $R_{f_7}$ and $R_{f_9}$, the gain variation when adjusting $V_C$ from 0 to 0.7 V is small.

IV. SILICON IMPLEMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Quadrature Hybrid Coupler

As shown in Fig. 13, the proposed quadrature hybrid coupler for the transconductance mixer is implemented in the standard
65-nm CMOS process to validate the phase and magnitude balance. The $S$-parameters were measured on a Cascade Microtech Elite-300 probe station and an Agilent PNA-X (N5247A) network analyzer with frequency sweeping up to 67 GHz.

The de-embedded measurement results of the proposed quadrature hybrid coupler are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, as well as the EM simulation results (ADS Momentum). The size is $160 \mu m \times 210 \mu m$, which is nine times smaller than the meander-line coupler ($490 \mu m \times 600 \mu m$) in [15]. One can also observe that all ports can be matched to 50 $\Omega$. The RF and LO isolation is more than 20 dB. The magnitude and phase mismatch between Port 3 and Port 4 are less than 1 dB and $2^\circ$ over the whole 60-GHz band. Note that good impedance matching is ensured for four ports, of which the return-loss measurement results are greater than 16 dB.

**B. Single-Channel Receiver**

The single-channel (channel 2) 60-GHz direct-conversion receiver is fabricated in the UMC standard 65-nm CMOS process. It occupies 0.34-mm$^2$ chip area, of which a die photograph is shown in Fig. 16.

In order to connect external dc-control signals and high-frequency RF signals concurrently, the receiver chip is wire-bonded to an open cavity package and soldered to a printed circuit board (PCB). As shown in the measurement setup in Fig. 17, all analog control pins are connected to the digital-to-analog converters (DACs) on the PCB, which is externally controlled from a serial IO interface through an 8051 microcontroller. The RF, LO, and IF ports are connected through the CASCADE Microtech Elite-300 probe station. The Agilent PNA-X network analyzer N5247A is used for the conversion gain, NF, and $S$-parameter measurement. Note that cold-source method is utilized in the NF analysis.

The receiver operates with 1-V power supply with merely 8-mW power consumption excluding a testing buffer. The LNA, mixer, and VGA consume 5.5-, 0.5-, and 2-mW power according to the measurement, respectively. The receiver conversion gain, NF, and input $S$11 are measured when the LO power at the quadrature hybrid coupler input is set to $-3$ dBm, and the measurement and simulation results are shown in Fig. 18. It is observed that the measured gain is around 3 dB lower than the simulation results, and the measured NF and $S$11 are quite close to the simulation results. The maximum gain of 55 dB in the measurement is located at 59.5, and 3.5-GHz bandwidth is obtained from 58.5 to 62 GHz. The minimum SSB NF of 4.9 dB is observed at 60.5 GHz and the NF is in the range of 5 ~ 7 dB at 59 ~ 64 GHz. The maximum input
Fig. 18. Measured and simulated results: conversion gain, NF, and input S11 of single-channel direct conversion receiver.

**Fig. 19.** Measured results: (a) attenuation (dB) versus voltage of VGA gain control (V_C) and (b) normalized conversion gain versus P_{in}.

Fig. 20. Die photograph of multi-channel 60-GHz direct-conversion receiver.

S11 of ~8 dB implies good power matching at the receiver input. Furthermore, Fig. 19(a) depicts the attenuation control of the output signal power operation with V_C voltage at different IF frequencies. The attenuation of the VGA increases almost linearly with V_C in the operation range of 0.7 ~ 1.2 V. A flat frequency response is monitored, as less than 3-dB variation of the attenuation level is monitored over different frequencies when V_C is smaller than 1 V. In addition, the normalized conversion gain verses the output power (P_{out}) at different frequencies are shown in Fig. 19(b). The gain shown in Fig. 19(b) is normalized to the small-signal gain. The 1-dB gain compression point is clearly shown to be in the range of -12.6 ~ -8.8 dBm.

Fig. 21. Measured and simulated results: conversion gain, NF, and input S11 of multi-channel direct conversion receiver.

Fig. 22. Measured results: (a) attenuation (dB) verses voltage of VGA gain control (V_C) and (b) IF bandwidth in IEEE 802.15.3c channels 2–4.

Fig. 23. Channel 3 measurement results: input/output P1 dB and NF of the multi-channel 60-GHz direct-conversion receiver.

C. Multi-Channel Receiver

The multi-channel (channels 2–4) direct-conversion receiver is fabricated in a GF standard 65-nm CMOS process. The die micrograph of the receiver is shown in Fig. 20 with a die area of 0.56 mm^2 (excluding pads), as well as the testing structure of the proposed transformer based quadrature hybrid coupler. Note that the same structures of the mixer and VGA are used in the two receivers. However, the experiment results of the two blocks will be slightly different. Furthermore, different from the single-channel receiver, the LNA in the multi-channel receiver is designed with the T-line matching network to broaden the bandwidth. In this multi-channel case, the receiver operates...
with 1-V power supply with merely 12.4-mW power consumption excluding the testing buffer. The LNA, mixer, and VGA consume 9-, 0.5-, and 2.9-mW power according to the measurement, respectively.

The receiver conversion gain, NF, and input S11 are measured when the LO power at the quadrature hybrid coupler input is set to 0 dBm, and the measurement and simulation results are shown in Fig. 21. It is observed that the measured gain is around 3 ~ 6 dB lower than the simulation results in the 60-GHz band, and both the measured NF and S11 are slightly higher than the simulation results. The measured maximum gain of 62 dB located at 63- and 8-GHz bandwidth is obtained from 59.5 to 67.5 GHz. The minimum SSB NF of 7.9 dB is observed at 63 GHz and the NF is mostly in the range of 8 ~ 10 dB at 57 ~ 66 GHz. The NF of the multi-channel receiver is around 4 dB worse than the single-channel receiver, mainly due to the mismatch at the input of LNA stage, which is due to the deviation of transistor gate capacitance in the fabrication. The input matching of the receiver is shown in Fig. 21, which is below −4 dB for the entire 60-GHz band.

Furthermore, Fig. 22(a) depicts the attenuation control of the output signal power operation with VC voltage at different IF frequencies. One can observe that the receiver has a wide-gain tuning range of about 55 dB, which allows the system to operate in a wide dynamic range for input signals. The IF bandwidths of IEEE 802.15.3c channels 2–4 are shown in Fig. 22(b), and the 3-dB IF bandwidth is larger than the 1.08-GHz requirement from IEEE 802.15.3c, half of 2.16 GHz from direct conversion.

Large-signal performance of the multi-channel receiver at the center band and also its corresponding NF are shown in Fig. 23. At the minimum attenuation level, the output P1 dB is determined by the VGA, of which the measurement results are very close for both multi- and single-channel receivers due to the similar VGA design. As the attenuation level is increased, the nonlinearity inside the mixer and LNA becomes dominant so the output P1 dB drops as the VC increases. On the other hand, the noise contribution from the VGA becomes larger so the NF is increased with VC. Moreover, due to the growing attenuation, the input P1 dB increases with VC, which can be used to obtain a wide dynamic range.

D. Performance Comparison

The proposed 60-GHz CMOS single- and multi-channel receivers are compared to several recently published one-branch 60-GHz direct-conversion receivers in Table I. For an effective and fair comparison, only the maximum gain and the minimum NF are listed, and the receiver power is shown excluding the signal generation circuit (LO) and output buffer. Note that LO signals are mainly from external sources, except [13], which is from internal sources. The lowest power consumption of 8 mW is demonstrated by the proposed single-channel receiver with high gain (55 dB), low NF (4.9 dB), and sufficient wide bandwidth (3.5 GHz) for channel 2 operation. The highest power efficiency is demonstrated with the proposed multi-channel receiver, which shows the highest gain (62 dB), very low power consumption (12.4 mW), and wide bandwidth (8 GHz) for channels 2–4 in IEEE 802.15.3c 60-GHz standard. One can observe that the overall 8- and 12.4-mW power of the two proposed receivers are 3 ~ 6 times lower than all the rest of the receiver designs at 60 GHz. Moreover, compared to the previous studies in [2], [6], and [13], the proposed receivers show the highest conversion gain within the smallest chip area.

V. Conclusion

Two ultra-low power direct-conversion receivers with high gain and low NF have been presented in this paper for a 60-GHz wireless communication system in 65-nm CMOS. The power consumption of the proposed receiver is significantly reduced from low-power designs of each component such as LNAs, mixers, and VGAs. High-Q passive devices of dual-layer inductor matching and T-line matching are deployed in the design of single- and multi-channel LNAs, respectively. A compact quadrature hybrid coupler is utilized in the low-power design of the transconductance mixer. In addition, a modified Cherry–Hooper amplifier is used in the VGA for improved power efficiency and high gain as well.

There are four channels under the IEEE 802.15.3c standard for the 60-GHz wireless communication system. The first single-channel 60-GHz direct-conversion receiver with channel 2 is implemented with a 0.34-mm² chip area. The measured results show 8-mW power, the minimum SSB NF of 4.9 dB, and the maximum power conversion gain of 55 dB. The second multi-channel 60-GHz direct-conversion receiver with channels 2–4 is implemented with a 0.56-mm² chip area. It is measured with the power consumption of 12.4 mW, a 3-dB bandwidth of 8 GHz (59.5 ~ 67.5 GHz), and a maximum power conversion gain of 62 dB. Both of the proposed receivers have demonstrated ultra-low-power consumption around 10 mW, as anticipated, which enables a tremendous power reduction in the 60-GHz high-data-rate wireless communication system.
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